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ABSTRACT

The phenomena of self-excitation is examined with the ob-

ject of producing a stable operating criteria applicable to

most electrical systems. To achieve this ' a system which

was as general as possible was studied using the digital

modelling program MH-EMTDC. Verification of the criteria is

achieved by the simulation of the Interprovincial Pipe Line

(f pf,) at Souris and a system similar to that of the Manitoba

Forest I ndustr ies (¡¿eNFoR) pulp-mi I1 at The Pas.

Other aspects investigated include the effects various

parameters have on self-excitation, the equivalencing of ma-

chine groups by a singte machine model and the modelling of

a transmission line by a capacitor only. In the process'

relationships between the susceptance at the machine termi-

naIs, the load and the magnetizing reactance of the (equiva-

Ient ) machine are determined. Also a set of stability

curves is produced for the induction machine from these re-

lationships which clearly show the stable and unstable re-

gions of operation ( for self-excitation) of the equivalent

machine.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTT ON

1 .1 THE PROBLEM

In todays polrer system networks, it is becoming more com-

mon to find industrial loads at the ends of relatively long

transmission 1ines. The fact that these loads are remote

does not present a problem. Instead, the problem rnay arise

should the load become disconnected from the supply, for ex-

ample due to a fauLt. The load and remaining system may now

form an unstable situation called self-excitation. One for-

ma1 definition of self-excitation is 'that condition wherein

the generator or motor and transmission line form an unsta-

ble system that results in undesirable oscillations' ( 1 ) .

These oscillations are due to the machine having a capaci-

tive reactance connected in parallel to its terminals. The

oscillations increase uncontrol-IabIy in magnitude, being

limited only by the System' s characteristics, such as satu*

ration and load. However self-excitation is not guaranteed

to occur just by disconnecting the system from its supply.

It depends on other conditions that must also be fulfilled.

The object of Lhis thesis is to ascertain what these con-

ditions are, their interdependence and their effect on self-

1
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excitation. À1so, this thesis wiIl establish guidelines to

predict the occurrence of self-excitation for any type of

industrial load. In this way utilities, such as Manitoba

Hydro, wilI be able to determine whether or not self-excita*

tion will occur at a particular plant. If it does, the nec-

essary corrective action can then be taken.

1,2 BACKGROUND

The phenomena of self-excitation in electrical machines

has been known to exist for many years and there has been

much written on the subject. It can be divided into two

distinct categories:
( i ) self-excitation due to shunt capacitance

(ii) self-excitation due to series capacitance

This thesis deals with self-excitation due to shunt capaci-

tance

Of the papers examined, the most relevant to the thesis

was by Nishida, suzuki and Takeda (2). In the paper, a sim-

ilar system to that used in this thesis was investigated.

It contained a IocaI generator, a shunt capacitance of sus-

ceptance Bc and a load G. This was then connected to the

main supply by a transmission Iine, with a three phase

breaker being situated between the transmission Iine and the

load as is shown in Figure 1.1. The authors examined the

conditions for stability and compared the analytical results

with those obtained from a laboratory test model.
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Figure 1.1: System used by Nishida et al. (ref. 2)
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Figure 1 .22 Stability Curve Produced by Nishida et al-.
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Their analysis consisted of determining the effect of sus-

ceptance Bc and the load G on the system's stability. To do

this, simplified machine equations vtere used. In this wâY,

they produced curvesrsimilar to root locus plots, by plot-

ting the results on a load G versus susceptance Bc plane

(r:.g 1 .2) . These curves were then veri f ied by test results.

À1so investigated srere the effect of various parameters on

setf-excitation including saliency, exciters and saturation

of the transformer. AIl results were then compared with the

original set of curves and any differences clearJ.y document-

ed.

Another paper by Nichols et al (3) dealt with the Locap

Pipeline at CloveIy Station and its method of capacitor

starting of the plants induction machines. Às the paper

concenLrated soleJ.y on this situation, the results from its

study cannot be readily applied to the general case. The

paper does however, give a very simplified introduction to

the problem of self-excitation by putting it forward as a

potential danger in using capacitor starting at the station.

The paper also il-lustrates the effect of the capacitor and

the extent of the overvol-tages produced by it, should the

station become disconnected from the main supply during

startup. To eliminate the overvoftages and provide other

protection, âD elaborate protection scheme was designed for

the station employing zinc-oxide arresters to control the

overvoltage. It is possible that a similar protection
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scheme could be employed at Some other industrial load so aS

to protect it from self-excitation.

À paper by R. Nailen (4) concentrated on induction gener-

ators connected to power Iines. It is essentia]"Iy a review

of power utility practices and illuminates the areas in

which the utilities are unsure of themselves. In this way

it examines the normal behaviour of power lines connected to

induction generators, the system's fault protection and what

occurs if the system is disconnected from the utility. It

is in the latter case that a very brief discussion of self-

excitation is introduced. However, in the paper's appendix,

the subject is examined in detail to determine specifically

the ef fect of the capacitor on the time constant of the in-

duction generator.

The section on self-excitation due to series capaci.tance

is al-so wel-1 covered. ÀJ-though, not directJ.y applicable to

the thesis, much information can be obtained from the papers

on the sub ject. À paper by Concordia and Butl-er ( 5 ) dealt

with a wide variety of series capacitor probJ.ems. The paper

waS divided into several sections, one being on the seLf-ex-

citation of induction and synchronous machines. In this

section they proposed various means of .correcting self-exci-

tation, such as introducing sufficient line or shunt resis-

tance and judiciously selecting the location of the capaci-

tor. Here also the paper's appendix has a detailed account

of how to determine if instability occurs in both synchro-

nous and induction machines.
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Other papers concerned themselves with excitation control

as a means of controlling self-excitation (6) and with de-

termining the stability limits of a system analytically for

self-excitation (1 ). Às a result they are used only as

back-up material on the subject.

Finally, it should be stated that care be taken not to

confuse self-excitation with subsynchronous oscillations.

Although at times they appear similar, subsynchronous oscil-

lations occur at a frequency below the fundamental frequency

vaLue and are a direct result of mechanical and electrical

interaction, where as self-excitation is a purely electrical
phenomena and occurs at 60 Hz.

1.3 SCOPE OF THE THESIS

This thesis is both a mathematical and experimental study

of self-excitation. The experimental is in the form of sim-

ulation studies conducted using the model-ling program

MH-EMTDC developed at Manitoba Hydro by Mr. D. Woodford and

others" The thesis consists of five chapters which contain

the background theory, the results and the conclusions of

this study. The following is a brief summary of what is

contained in each of the chapters.
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Chapter 2 presents the general system examined for self-

excitation. Here the fundamental mathematics associated

with each element in the system is presented, with the em-

phasis being on those quantities related to self-excitation.

ÀIso in this chapter is a method for the reduction of a

group of machines to a single machine equivaLent model and

it is shown that an induction machine modeL is adequate for

this study. The transmission line is examined and it is

shown that for self-excitation studies it is possible to

represent a relatively J-ong line by an equivalent capacitor.

AIso examined is the effect of a transformer on seLf-excita-

tion. The theory associated with the formation of its

equivalent T model is given and it is shown that it's magne-

tizing branch is the only branch that need be considered un-

der self-excitation conditions.

Chapter 3 is effectively a continuation of Chapter 2. It

contains a brief description as to what happens when the
'supply is disconnected. It goes on to establish conditions

for stability in a disconnected system. The effects of sys-

tem saturation and load on these conditions are examined

aIso. In this vray a curve of system susceptance versus sys-

tem static load (bot¡r in per per unit and on a 100 MVA base)

is produced for the general system (nig. 3.6) and in this

curve the stable and unstable regions are clearly defined.

The curve is then incorporated as part of the the stable op-

erating criteria which is applicable to any type of system.
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Chapter 4 presents the results of the simulation work

conducted. Verification of the mathematical theory is given

by the use of the simulation results obtained for two sys-

tems, IDterprovincial Pipe Lines (IPL) and a 27 MVA system

containing induction machines, synchronous machines and some

stat ic load. Proof of the f act that a relat ive)-y long

transmission line can be represented by a capacitor is also

given as well as the effects of system static load and sys-

tem saturation on self-excitation.

Chapter

clusions.

tect ion of

5 contains

Pre sented

a discussion of the results

are some ideas concerning

from self-excitation.

and con-

the pro-here

remote systems
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Chapter I I

THEORY

2.1 INTRODUCTION

In the generar electricar system examined for serf-excita-

tion (fig. 2.1) there are three main elements to be consid-
ered, â' transmission 1ine, a transformer and an induction or

synchronous motor. The associated theory of each wilI be

presented with particular emphasis being placed on those

properties pertinent to self-excitation. The objective is

to show that the definition in chapter 1 is correct and that

the ef fect ive reactance at the terminars of the machine i s

capacitive and due for the most part to the transmission
Iine.

230 Kv 4..1 6 Kv

Breake r Transmi ss ion Li ne

Transformer
Inouction machine

I n f i n i L e Bu s

Figure 2.12 Schematic of the General System Examined

9
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2.2 ELECTRIC MACHINES

The general theory associated with electric machines has

been well documented by Jones (7) and by Àdkins and Harley

(8). The most common theoretical method of analyzing elec-

tric machines under transient conditions involves Park's

transformation. This transform converts the three phase ma-

chine equations to three sets of equations called the dqo (

the direct, quadrature and zero ) axis equations. There are

many advantages to this type of transformation. These in-

clude the fact that rapid changes in flux are stiII repre-

sented and that in steady state aIl voltages and currents

are dc quantities. The theory has been developed from the

fundamental point that a machine is made up of a number of

inductively coupled circuits, with the self- and mutual in-

ductances being dependent on the angular position of the ro-

tor.

In this fashion the general machine equations are pro-

duced and are adapted to the particula,r cases of the induc-

tion and synchronous machines. However this theory can be

easily expanded or modified to suit any type of machine.

On applying

tr ic machine ,

are converted

the dqo transformation to the

the machine terminal ,ro'1aug.,

to their dqo equivalent form (9)

general elec-
(and currents )

as shown:



[-ua
luq
Luo

I lcos ( o)
l= z lstn(o)I 51. ,/,

Rd 2 +Ld 2p
Mdzsp

cos(o-120)
sin(o-120)

1/2

cos ( o-240 )-ì f""'l
sin(0-240)l lvul

t 7z I lv.l

1'1

2.1

in Figure

transforma-

zP
sP

-uLdr
Rr+LdrP

Schematically the transformation is illustrated

2.2. The resuftant impedance matrix due to the

tion is

Md
Md

2

ó

2

J

d
d
q
q
q
d

-uMdz
Md zp

Mdz sP
Rd 3 +Ld sp

Rq2+Lqzp Mez sp
Mqzp Rqs+Lqsp

-uMds Mqzp Mqsp
MdsP uMqz uMqs

Mq zP
Mqsp
Rr+LQrP
ul,e r

From these circuits (rig. 2.3) relationships

axes flux (*aq),the axes currents (raq) and the

tities are found.

Using the above matrix the equivaLent

q axis are determined and it is found

cal (rig . 2.3) .

c i rcui ts for

2.2

the d and

that both are identi-

between the

rotor quan-

2.3

2.4

axis by sim-

q and vise-

lua,-nar idr-u*ql [r,4,
ludr-Rdrrdr l= ludz
fua.-nasrds I Lru'

Md
Ld
Md

2

2

23

Md. I
Mdz¡l

"U 
rl 'lîå{

with
+d = Ldr Id t +t'tdzld2+Y¿.1¿t

. *q = LqrIer+MgzIgz+Mq¡Iqs

p=a/at andu=pO
À similar matrix eguation is obtained fçr the q

p1y replacing the subscript d with the subscript

versa.
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I b Q-ax i s
tr¡ngformation

1o

¿ó

o rfl fr,T
I

I a
c d-ax i s

Figure 2.22 Schematic of Transformation

rdr Ids

Ldt
Rdr

Ldzs Lds Rds

Idz

Udr Lmd Ldz Rdz Ud z Uds
I

(a) d-ax i s

Iq.

Iq r
+
I

I

Lgt Rg' Lqzs Lq. Rq,
lqt

uqr
Lmq

tLqz Rqz ùq¡

t
uqz

I

(b) g_ax i s

Figure 2.3: Àxes Schematic

a) d axis diagram b) q axis diagram
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On application of the above general machine theory to an

actuaJ- machine, changes occur. In the case of the synchro-

nous machine it is found that the two axes are no l-onger

identical. This is due to the fact that Ud3=Uqz=Ugs= 0.0

and Ud z=IJf , v¡ith Uf being the f ield voltage. However, in

the case of the induction machine the two axes remain iden-

tical but with Ld2=Lq2= 0.0 and Udz=Uds=UQz=UQ3 = 0.0.

Thus, in the case of the induction machine the resultant

equations reduce to

lua - u*q nardrl
| - Rrrdzl
L _Rkdr d 3J

f-r-rnd*r, t

li,ma
fi,*a

p

Lmd
Lmd+Lds+Ldzs
Lmd+Ld z ¡

Lmd
Lmd+Ld z s
Lmd+Ld z s

['u]
[isl

2.5

with

t'd 2.6

for the d axis

with

q).
a similar set of equations for the q axis (replace d by

From Chapter 1 self-excitation was defined to be the in-

teraction between a capacitive reactance in paraIleI with a

machine and the machine itself. It will be shown in Chapter

3 that the machine elements that interacts with the capaci-

tor are the magnetizing reactance Xm and the transient reac-

tance X'. Correspondingly of immense interest is the mag-

netic flux linkage, iÍ, and the magnetizing reactance Xm (X'

is a function of xm). This is because the flux + links the

magnetizing branch Xm, and it is the rate of change in the



flux that produces the terminal voltage.

transformation, the three phase flux Iinkage

into two fluxes perpendicular to each other

nent value of flux is the flux linkage with

corresponding axis. By manipulation of the

the following can be achieved:

lua-l = [p ,l [+¿'l * flna o-] f-t,il
LunJ L-u rJ L*qJ Lo Raj Ltd

with p equalling a/at in the time domain and's'on using

the Laplace transformation.

The equations governing a machine tend to be large and so

only those efements of interest are considered. Àccording-

Iy, taking the matrix in equation 2.2 the second cage of the

rotor can be neglected (at constant speed the double cage

model of the rotor is not necessary) as can the parameters

related to the damper windings of the synchronous motor.

The result is a rel-ationship between *dq and Idq in terms of

the frequency dependent variables Xd(p) and xq(p) (a more

detailed account is given in Hancock ( 1 0 ) ) .

induction machine and

+X

14

Àf ter Park's

is transformed

and the compo-

a coil on the

above equations

2.7

2.8

2.9

the system is
with

2.10a

with xd(p)

xd (p)

equal to

= xq(p)

"å 
, o,]

xq(p)

= X(p)

for an

= pX'To

l*ál= I fxa(p)
L*nj , L0 Eå]

Also, ôs the speed goes to

assumed to operate at rated

X = a(Lmd+Lr) = Xd

and

pTo+1

synchronous speed

povrer frequency (r¡)



Xt = X

Where T'

sient and

which in

are found

T

and

r'/to
and

the

terms

15

ro are respectively the short "rt":;; lr]ll
open circuit time-constants of the machine

of the single cage model depicted in Fig. 2.4

to be

= (xo + (xm xa/(xm +xa))/no

2 .1Oc

To (xo + xm)/no

The above equations (Z.l - 2.10) are used later in

Chapter 3 and there form the basis for the theoretical study

of self-excitation. In this vray these equations help in the

establishment of the stable operating criteria.
Ra can be neglected when finding the time constants of the

machine since it is negligible in comparison with the magni-

tude of the other reactance and resistance values.

Xa Ra
Xo

Figure 2.4¿ Single Cage Induction Model

Ro
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2.2.1 Ranse of Va1ues for I

The values for X' and X depend greatly on the type of ma-

chine in question and its size. In the case of an induction

machine the value of X' is found to be greater than 0.1 p.u.

for a smafl machine (Z hp.) and is less than 0.6 p.u. for a

Iarge machine (5,000 hp.), while the value of X is found to

be about 2.0 p.u for a small machine and 6.0 p.u. for a

large machine. In the case of a synchronous machine the

values of x' are 0 .2 f or a smal-L machine and 0. 5 f or a large

machine and those of X are 0.5 for a small machine and 1.5

for a large machine; Thus each machine type has a definite
range of val-ues:

0.1 < x' <

2.0 < X < 6.0 for the induction machine

and 2.11

0.2 <x'<

0.5 < X <

The above values vrere obtained from test results in the

case of the induction machine and from the Electrical Trans-

mission and Distribution Reference book ( 1 1 ) in the case of

the synchronous machine.

Xand
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2.3 EOU T VALENCI NG OF MÀCHI NES

In analyzing networks the objective is to reduce the sys-

tem to its simplest form. In the situation where machines

are present, especiaJ.ly in the case of sel-f-excitation, the

question is raised 'How does one deal with multiple machines

in parallel'. The answer is to reduce them to a single

equivalent machine model. In the case of the induction ma-

chine this is well documented (12, 13). The equivalencing

makes use of the fact that power invariance must hold true

and in this vlay the parameters of the equivalent machine

model are determined. Consider two induction machines in

parallel (nig. 2.5), their equivalent model is illustrated

in Figure 2.5c with

Xme Xmr Xmz
Xml + Xmz

Br{Xrz+ R22) + Rz(X12+R12)

2 .12

a 1)
L.IJ

2 .14

Re
(Rz+Rr)z t lxt+XlTz

Xe = Xl (X z2+Rzz) .. Xz (Xr 2+Rr 2 
)

This is for the two machines at standstill.

When the machines are not at standstill- then their respec-

t ive slips must be taken into account to give an equival-ent

sl ip of

se = [R., (xr 2+Rr 2 ) *R, (xr +Rt ) ] [( Rr/s r+n2/sr)'* (x 1+xz ) 2]

Tarls t (xrz+Rz 2 ) +nz/sr(xr2 +R r 2 ) I I (n r +Rz ) z+ (x r +xz ) 2 l

2.15



X¡

R,/s,

Xz

Rr/s,

1B

Xmr

Xe

Ru/s
Xme

xm.

(a ) (b) (c)

Figure 2.5¿ Equivalencing of. Induction Machines

a ) BIock Diagram b) Schemat ic Diagram c ) Equival-ent ModeI

Using the fact of power invariance, expressions for the

equival-ent voLt-ampere rating (v¿), the inertia constant (H)

and the load torque (r) can be determined for the machines

to give

(ve)e

He

(ve)r + (v¡) z

¡ Hz(ve)z

2 .16

H VA)
VA e 2.17

2.18Te Toe . ue
with

Toe ue Tor u1 + Toz uz
,) lo

Whe re

speed

Toe and ue are the equivalent electricaJ- torque and

respectively, defined by

Toe = To1+aq2 when ue=u1=u2=1.0 p.u

and u is the actual speed in per unit on the synchronous

speed base.
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Àlthough only shown for two machines the above theory can

be extended to any number of induction machines in paraIlel.
In this lray the equivalent machine parameters can be deter-
mined for any group of induction machines.

In the case of a group of synchronous machines

proach is the same i.e. to replace such a group by

equivalent synchronous machine use is made of povrer

ance. From the application of power invariance the

equivalent elements are obtained and found to be,

Xme = Xr.Xr
x r;Ë

(ve)e = (vA)r + (ve)z

the ap-

a singJ-e

invari-

des i red

2.20

2.21

He VÀ) H (ve ) H
VÀ 2.22

However, from previous studies conducted into self-exci-

tation of synchronous machines (14, 1 5, 16, 17) , it is found

that the field circuit voltage has no effect on the point at

which self-excitation occurs, it onJ.y effects the rate at

which the magnitude of the oscillations increase. Conseq-

uentJ-y the effect of the field's voltage can be neglected

under certain conditions. This is achieved by performing a

dq transformation on the equivalent 'ryn.hronous machine

which results in the field circuit voltage existing on the

d-ax i s onIy.

+
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Àpplying the theory of superposition to this axis the ef-
fect due to the field voltage can be determined and excl-uded

as previous studies have shown that the field circuit does

not effect the point at which self-excitation occurs. The

resultant d and q axis circuits of the synchronous machine

are now identical and closely resemble the d and q axes cir-

cuits of an induction machine (the single cage representa-

tion of the two machine types are identical). Às a result

the equivalent synchronous machine can be modelled by an

equivalent induction machine. This type of equivalencing is

not exact since it does not produce the same rate of change

in voltage and current at the machine terminals as the

synchronous machine. However the equivalencing of a synch-

ronous machine by an induction machine using the above meth-

od does keep the point at which self-excitation occurs the

same. This form of equivalencing is acceptable to this

study as it is only concerned with the point at which self-

excitation occurs and not the rate at which the various pa-

rameters change.

The above result can be applied to situations involving a

combination of induction and synchronous machines with the

resultant equivalent circuit being that of an induction ma-

chine whose magnetizing branch reactancå r.Iu. is the paral-

let combination of the magnetizing reactances (actual vatue)

of each the machine irrespective of type.
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Thus in situations involving the self-excitation of

groups of machines these groups can be reduced to an equiva-

lent machine mode1. This model is an induction machine

which may not represent the exact power drawn by the group

of machines, but does not alter the point at which self-ex-
citation occurs and so is adequate for this study. The im-

portance of this fact is clearly visible in Chapters 3 and

A.

2.4 THE TRANSMISSIoN LINE

A transmi ssion l ine i s the means by which povrer i s trans-

ferred from a source to a load. It can be represented by

four elements, a resistor R, a capacitor C, an inductance L,

and a conductance G. These are distributed through out the

line and conseguently each element is dependent on the

length of the line. Schematically it can be represented in

two ways;

i) by a II distributed model (Fig. 2.6a)

ii) by a T distributed model (Fig. 2.6b)

Of the two the II model is the more commonly used.

As was stated, the parameters are very much dependent on

length, except for the conductance, which is found to have a

negligible effect on the admittance and'so can be neglected.

For a short line ( < 50km ) ttre ef fect of the capacitor can

also be neglected. However for relativly long Iines ( >

50km ) tfre capacitance must be included to ensure accurate



results are obtained at the ends of the line at the

frequency. As distributed parameters are being used,

ferential equations result from the application of

electric theory (18)

22

power

dif-
bas ic

dV
dx

dI
F

yz.v 2.23

yzr 2.24

which on integrating over the total length of the transmis-

sion line gives

V = vr.Cosh(7x) +

= Ir.Cosh(7x) +

Ir.Zc.Sinh(7x)

Yf.Sinh(7x)
Zc

1 aÊ

2.26T

with 7

and y

dance.

-Y
z and

the l-ine

Zc = ,/ z/y

admittance while z is Lhe series impe-being

By manipulation of the equations with the elimination of

both Vr and It, expressions for the admittance and series

impedance of the Ìine can be determined,

Z, =Zc.Sinh(7I) =p+jXL 2.27

a ao
L ¿ LAy'.= Cosh(yI) - 1 = ranh( tI/z\ )_

Xczc.Sinh(71) q^þw
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LAX R. Âx
L. Lx/z R. ôx./2

G. AX

2C.AX 2G. AX

(a)
(b)

Figure 2.62 Transmission Line Schematic Representation

a) tl Distributed

b) T Distributed

Model

Mode 1

L Rr + j uLr
2 Zc.Sinh(xl)

Y' uCr

(a) (b)

Tanh (xI) /zcY'

Figure 2.72 Representation for a Line of Length I



Thus, the schematic for the transmission line
to the distributed II model, but novr the element

the integral values over the total length of the

2"7).
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is similar
values are

line (ni9.

reactance at the re-

This is based on the

Iine (see Àppendix À

From the above theory, the effective

ceiving end of the line is capacitive.

fact that Xc >

for a detailed analysis) with

xeff = ((R+j(xr-xc))-1 + jxc-1)-1

'ixc . ( n+ i 1xt -xc )

n+j(xr-2xc) ..... 2.29

= - jxc/2 2.30

Consequently the transmission line can be replaced by it's

effective capacitance. The transmission line was exactly

simulated ( in MH-EMTDC) as a distributed transmission Iine

which ef f ect ively breaks the I ine into two equal deJ.ay Iines

which is frequency dependent while the effective capacitor

value was calcuLated from distríbuted parameter data (appen-

dix A) and modeLled using MH-EMTDC. The results of the

study are ilÌustrated in Figure 4.1 and as can be seen the

representation of the transmission line by a capacitor is

quite good over a wide range of line lengths. It should be

noted that all of the studies and calculations vlere based on

a 230 KV transmission line whose data was obtained from Man-

itoba Hydro.
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2 5 THE TRANSFORMER

À transformer is a device that either steps up or down the

voltage level of a system while the povrer remains invariant.

It is formed by having two coiJ-s, not necessarily with the

same number of turns, wound around a common section of iron,

in order to facilitate the maximum amount of magnetic fLux

Iinkage (rig. 2.Ba). Schematically it can be represented as

a coupJ-ed circuit, with each winding having its oÌvn resis-

tance and sel-f-inductance and being coupled by a mutual in-

ductance (rig. 2. Bb) .

Ir r2

E1 I E2

(a)

Rr r Lzz Rz zLr r

Er 1r l2 Ez

¿ Mr z

2
a

(b)
. B: Transformer
) slock Diagram

Representat ron
b) Schematic Diagram

Figure

ìm



Zr=jXIr zz=jXIz

El E2
Yr 2= 1/xnt

Figure 2.9: Eguivalent r representation of a Transformer
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circuit the impedance equations are defined to be

2 .31

2 .32

1 ))L.JJ

test,
test.

From this
(1e).

Ztt= Rrl+ jwl,rl Zzz= Rzz+ jwLzz

Xl z= jwMr z

considering the two meshes shown in Figure 2.gb, then

Er= ZttÍ.t- XtzIz

E2= XrzIl- ZzzIz

rn terms of the network constants this is equal to
El= A.E2+ B.Iz

It= C.Ez+ D.Iz

with A and c being determined from the open circuit
whiLe B and D are determined from the short-circuit
Performing the above tests yields:

À = Ztt B =
Xr z

.2 C = 1 D = z2z
Xt z Xt z

= XIl

= XIz

¡, -À
Xr z

2 ,34

1n (20) t the eguivalent 'T'By use of the method described

network can be formed with,

21 = A - 1 = Ztt- Xrz
c

22 = D - 1 = Zz2- Xlz
c

Ytz - c = 1/X,,2 = 1/xmt

( see Fig. 2.9)

) 2tr

2.36

2 .37

-l
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This was how the transformer was modelled in the simulation
studies performed. The value of xtz is much greater than

that of XI r or Xt z . Thi s allows certa in simpl i f icat ions to
occur in some situations. For self-excitation t.he simplifi-
cation occurs by omitting z1 and z2 This is permitted since

all the reactances are in parallel with the machine and only

those of a sufficiently J.arge magnitude in series with the

machine need be considered.

Brea ker Xlr ^t 2

Àc

v| Þ

Xc

T I Xmt machine

Infinite Bus
(a)

Breaker

T
Infinite Bug (b)

Figure 2.10: Schematic of the General System

a ) Complete Model b) Reduced Model-

Employing this schematic and that of the transformer the

overaÌl system diagram i s i llustrated in Figure 2 . 1 0. From

the definition of self-excitation given in Chapter 1,the ef-

fective reactance at the terminals of the machine is what is

Xc r Xmt
Machrne



required. From Fig

nection of the supply

citation to occur, at

2.10 the effective reactance on

since this is a condi t ion for

the machineLhe terminals of

2B

di scon-

se I f -ex-

J.Þ¡

jxeff =( ( (n+i (xr-xc) //-jxc)+jxr.| ) //ixnr)+jxIz 2.38

xc. In+ j

Using the fact that Xmt

er (21) and also that

mission line the above

to:

jxeff XmtXc
Xc- Xmt

Xmt R+ Xt-Xc Xm X R+ -2Xc
Xt-Xc ) xl r. R+ Xt-2Xc Xmt.

+ jXl2
n+j (xt-2xc ) l

.) ?O

> XI 2 fot a transform-

reLatively long trans-
2.39 ) can be reduced

2.40a

2 .40b

to

the transmission line

2 .41

> XI I and Xmt

Xc>

egua t i on

for a

( eqn.

-jvett - j (xc 2xmt )

XmtXc-

and if Xmt >

(ttris is dependent on the sizes of

and the transformer)

jxef f = -jxc/2

ift
lffi't

2l_tx"l

Thus the effective reactance at the terminals of the ma-

chine is capacitive and is being provided by the transmis-

sion line. This then further verifies the definition given

in Chapter 1 and also the statements made by Menzies and

GoIe (21). Thus self-excitation is very much dependent on

the type and length of transmission line used. However, it



does not take into account any power-factor correcting
citors present at the machine's terminal-s. If power

correcting capacitors are present then the capacitive

tance at the terminals of the machine becomes:

Beff= Bcr + Bcz

or to be more exact

Beff= Bct+ Bcz - Bmt

29

capa-

factor

reac -

2 .42a

2.42b

with

Bcr being the transmission line admittance (typically 0.179

per unit for a 100 Km, 230 Kv line on a 4.16 KV, 100

MVA base).

Bcz being the power factor correcting admittance (typically

0.006 per unit for the IPL system on a 4.16 Kv, 100 MVÀ

base).

Bmt being the transformer magnetizing admittance (typically

0.01 per unit for a 100 MVÀ transformer (22) ).
I^Iith aIl- of the above parameters being referred to the ter-
minals of the machine and on a 100 MVÀ base.

2.6 SUMMÀRY

In this chapter a brief theoretical background into the

main elements of the system has been presented. The objec-

tive in doing this r.¡as to enable the phenornena of self -exc i-

tation to be more easily understood. From this chapter a

number of ma jor conclusions can be inade:
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1 ) The effective capacitive susceptance at the machine ter-
minals is the sum of the transmission l-ine admittance and

the admittance of any power-factor correcting capacitors
present at the terminals Less the magnetizing admittance of

the transformer all referred to the machine terminals.

2) The effect of the transformer magnetizing reactance must

be incLuded when examining the operating point of the system

especiaJ-1y when determining the critical point at which

self-excitation occurs. However the presence of transformer

saturation does not effect this critical point but does ef-
fect the overvoltage produced by the system.

3) The transmission line can be modelled with reasonable ac-

curacy by a capacitor, the capacitor value being the effec-
tive capacitance of the line.

The next chapter deals with the phenomena of self-excita-

tion from a mathematical point of view. A brief introduc-

tion as to how self-excitation occurs is presented. Also by

use of the theory presented in this Chapter the regions of

stability and instability are established. The effects of

various parameters on these regions is also investigated.



Chapter I I I

SELF-EXCTTATION THEORY

3.1 BACKGROUND

Às was defined in Chapter 1, self-excitation is the in-

teraction between a machine and a capacitive reactance con-

nected in parallel with its. terminal. In Chapter 2, this

capacitance was found to be the capacitive reactance of the

transmission line plus the capacitive reactance of any povrer

factor correcting capacitors less the magnetizing reactance

oL the transformer (equation 2.43), all reactances being re-

fered to the terminal-s of the machine. It wil-1 be shown

here that the element the capacitor interacts with is the

magnetizing reactance of the machine.

The phenomena of sel-f-excitation can be described briefly
as fo1lows. Consider the circuit shown in Figure 3..1a. The

capacitor, C, is the effective capacitance of the system,

when the system is disconnected, while the inductance, Lt is
the magnetizing plus armature- inductance of a machine that
has saturation associated with it. tf,u purpose of this
curve is to reinforce the concept that the region of self-
excitation has definite boundary limits. and that these

Iimits are fixed irrespective of the size of machine or its
type. There are two cases to be studied:

31
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i) is Xc < X

(xc=19.2 pu x=1.15.6 pu on a 100 MVÀ 4.16 Kv base)

ii) is Xc > x
(C=306.6 pu x=115.6 pu on a 100 MVA 4.16 Kv base)

Case t has Xc less than X this is shown in Figure 3,2a.

Initially, after switch Sr is opened currents Ic1 and ILr

flow in the capacitive and inductive branches respectively.

However, circuit theory now demands that Ic be equaL and op-

posite to IL and for this to hold the voltage across these

elements must rise ( vr goes to vz). Àt this point the mag-

nitude of IL equals that of Icr but now Ic has increased to

a new value Tcz. This process continues until finally IL is

equal and opposite to Ic. It must be noted that as the

voltage goes into saturation the value of inductance 'L'

changes and it is this that may eventually bring the system

out of self-excitation. I f saturation were not present and

self-excitation were to occur then the voltage would in-

crease uncontrolJ-ably. Simulation studies performed using

the values of Xc and X given show this to be true and their

resul-ts are depicted in Figure 3. 3a. I llustrated in thi s

f igure is the machine'.s reactive power flow for both the

saturated and unsaturated situations.
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V X

Xc

¡- - -l
It

Sr
1

v

I

Ic IL
oC)Xc 1

X-r,JL
I

inf. bus
I

I

I

I
(a) (b)

Figure 3. 1 : Simple System

a) Schematic of Circuit

h,) Saturation Curve of L with C Represented

x

t.
I

I

I

I

t

Xc X

Xc

IL ¡c, lc r

(a )

a) Case 1

Ic, Ic' lL

t \ (b)

b)Case2 Xc >XF igure 3 .2 Xc<X
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Figure 3.3: Effect of Saburation on Reactíve Power Flow
(Simulati.on Result,s )
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on comparison of the two curves (a-no saturation and b-
saturation present) it is found that each curve has a dif-
ferent rate of rise in voltage. Hence the conclusion can be

made that the presence of saturation only changes the rate
of rise in vortage and not the fact that self-excitation oc-
curs.

case 2 has xc areater than x (rig 3.2b). once again on

opening the breaker sr currents Icl and IL flow. Àgain cir-
cuit theory demands that the two currents be equar and oppo-

site. rn order for this to occur the voltage across the two

elements must novr decrease ( Vt reduces to vs). Àt this
point rL is equal to Icr and Ic eguals rcz with rcz ress

than Ic r. This continues until the voltage reaches zero.

In this situation the presence of saturation has no effect
since the system is operating in the l-inear part of the sat-
uration curve. This fact was proven by performing simura-

t ion tests the resul-ts of which are depicted in Figure 3.3c

and Fig 3.3d with 3.3c being the non saturated case and 3.3d

being the saturated case

3.2 THEORETICAL STUDY

Às was initially stated in this chapter, serf-excitation
is the interaction between the magnetizíng reactance of the

machine and the capacitance connected to it, this and the

fact that it is also dependent on the load connected to it
will be proven in the following paragraphs. These facts



have already been proven i.n references (2) and

situations involving synchronous machines.
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(6) but for

It

Ic I
I
I

GV
I

I

Induction
machine t c

I

Figure 3.4: System used to Develop Theory

Consider the system in Figure 3.4 From Ki rchof f' s cur-

rent Iaws

It = Ig

Às convention

t ive then,

It = -

with v *being

the three phase

place transform

+ Ic

states that

3.1

current into the machine is posi-

I v.c + c.dv/ðL ] 3"2

the three phase voJ-tage vect.or and It being

current vector. Using the dq and the La-

on the above eguation, gives

F{
G + S.C uC

'JllduC G+ ') ')

From the machine theory developed in Chapter 2

rd [:
r] + Ra u qlr I

0 I
= [x(s)

LU
u 3.4



v¡irh x(s) S.X'.To + X (from Chaptet 2, eqn 2.9)

c i rcui t t ime constant of the

2). Combining the eguations

S.To + 1

and To being the open

(as defined in Chapter

3.4 gives the result

u

multiplying
Iq's to one

[î{ 
= 

[t l:iìËi ;o3:"<Ëi*1']..JF:'; #'{ilå] 3.5

u' and gathering all the Id's and

uC gives,
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machine

3.3 and

both

side

sides by

with Bc =

[s'x( s ) sc+su (RaBc+GX( s ) ),
I +u2(l-acx(s))
I

l-2s uncx ( s ) -u 2 ( RaBc+cx ( s )

2SuBcX(S ) +u, (RaBc+Cx( S ) ) df,

|:l) , S2x(s)gc+Su (RaBc+cx(s) ) q
+ v2(1-ecx(s))

From stability theory the stabitity limit is d.f;; u,j.l
the determinant of the above matrix is egual to zero. Eval-

uating the determinant yields a polynomial of order six in

the 'S' p1ane. However determining the solution to a sixth

order eguation poses certain problems. This is because any

eguat ion of order greater than f our can only be sol-ved by

iterative techniques. In the above situation the applica-

tion of iterative techniques were unsuccessful in obtaining

a correct solution. This was due to the wide range in the

magnitude of the S coefficients, none oú.which coutd be neg-

lected and which resul-ted in numerically unstable solutions.

However from examination of Lhe equation it was found that

over a wide range of values for G, Bc and X the only coeffi-

c ient that changed sign l¡as that of the 5 t term. A similar
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resul-t was obtained by Butrer and concordia (5). They re-
solved the problem by considering onry this coefficient
(coefficient of s1) and reduced the equation of order six to
one of order two (uut now in terms of G and Bc) which they

sorved in the the usual fashion. Their reasoning was based

on a known fact of stability that whenever there is a change

in sign of the 5 t term the system has crossed the jo-r axis
into the unstable region of the S pLane (23).

I used the same arguments to reduce the equation of order

six to one of order two, also in G and Bc, which I solved,

using the standard formula for Bc as shown.

[2Rax z+uß r+uRa'þ"f g.' * 2luGxr+Ra(1+GRa)xs-ußz]Bc

+ [uG'ßr*2G(1+GRa)xr*u(1+GRa)rp") = 0.0

with
p 1 =2xx' To , þ z=To ( x+x' )

Xt=X2 , Xz=X , Xs=1.0

ß z=2"ro

)1

which is equivalent to

Àr(sc)z + Az(gc) a As

and whose solution is,

0.0

Bc= +
A

a 4.ArÀs ?o
.Ar

I f G and Ra are zero the the above varues for Bc reduce to
Bc 1/x 1/x' 3.9
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This gives the maximum range of Bc which is in agreement

with the results of other studies (1, 2,4,5) and arso with
simulation studies performed by the author (rig 3.5) . rn
Figure 3.5 'T' represents the time constant associated with
the rise or decay of the vortage at an induction machine

terminals, with no saturation present. conseguently 'T' is
defined to be the time constant of the system. The objec-
tive in producing this curve is to reinforce the fact that
the region of self-excitation has two definite boundaries at
x and xr. This is true irrespective of the size of induc-
tion machine used. À similar curve was obtained by Dr. Gore

(14) who used a synchronous machine. These curves (rig 3.5

and Gole's ('14 ) ) f urther reinf orce the statements made in
chapter 2 (section 2.1) which effectively stated that simi-
rar equations govern the point at which self-excitation oc-
curs for both the synchronous and induction machines.

Taking the eguation 3.8 a set of curves were produced by

plotting the susceptance Bc (ec is obtained , from equation
2.42 and is converted Lo per unit on a 100 MVA base) against
the static load G (in per unit and on a 100 MVÀ base) for
different sizes of induction machines (nlg 3.6). From this,
a single curve is produced which contains a 'grey' area. If
a system's point of operation lies in t'¡,is area then it is
difficult to determine whether or not self-excitation wilr
occur.
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To deal- with this grey area further investigation of the
system may be required such as determining the exact parame-

ters of each machine and finding the exact equivalent ma-

chine model for the system. using the resurtant equivalent
varues for the leakage and magnetizing reactances, the sta-
birity of the system can be determined by employing the fact
that Xc <

tion.

À curve ï¡as produced by Nishida et al. (2') which is simi-
lar (rig 3.7) except f or the range of val-ues over which the
load G extends. The differenc" i1 the ranges is due to the
fact that different machine types were employed in these

studies. Nishida et a1. used a synchronous machine while in
this study an induction machine r.¡as used. From chapter 2 it
was found that the range of x between induction and synchro-
nous machines differ by a factor of four. consequentry it
is only natural that the range of G shourd also differ (sc

remains the same from the equivalencing of machines chapter
2).

However, in the preceding anaJ-ysi s the ef f ect of satura-
tion was neglected. saturation was dealt v¡ith, not from a

pure mathematical approach but by simuration studies. It
v¡as found from these studies that saturation did not change

the occurance of self-excitation but instead rimited the ov-
ervoltage produced by the phenomena (f,ig 3.3).
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This fact was also shown by Nishida et al. (nig 3.8) and

by others (2, 3, 4) . One important f actor with satu'ration

is that it can result in the system'coming out'of self-ex-
citation. This is because of the value of the magnetizing

reactance changes as the system moves deeper into satura-

tion. Eventually a stage will be reached where Xc = X and

at this point the voltage will cease to rise. This is as-

suming no change in speed. If the speed reduces as the

voltage increases then the above point wiIl be reached soon-

er.

The reason for this is, as the speed of the machine de-

creases then so also does the frequency of. operation. This

resul-ts in the values of terminal capacitive reactance Xc

and the machines reactance x (x = r,.¡(Lm + Lr )) being modif ied

so that the val-ue of Xc increases while that of X reduces.

Thus the separation between the two values (slopes Fig 3.1)

becomes Less. The reason for the speed drop is due to the

presence of a load. This is only to be expected since the

presence of a load (static or machine) will produce a damp-

ing effect on the system. Consequently the worst case con-

dition is that of no load, which is why it is of primary

concern in this thesis.
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3 .2.1 Stable Ooera tinq Criteria

The next objective is to combine the above facts and form

a stable operatìnn .riteria. In this way any system can be

examined as to whether or not self-excitation will occur

without the need of extensive study. The criteria produced

will be on a 100 MVÀ per unit base which means that al_l sys-
tems examined must be converted to this base. The stabl-e

operating criteria is divided into two methods, the first of
which (¡,tethod 1 ) invorves an est imate of the prant road i . e.

so many per-cent of induction machines, so many per-cent of
synchronous machines and so many per-cent of static 1oad.

The second method can be used i f

i) greater accuracy is reguired or

ii) the point of operation (obtained from Method 1 )

in the grey area

This second method is more complex since it requires ad-

ditionaf information to be available concerning the plant's

machines. This information includes the type and rating of

each machine as welr as the exact val-ues of each machines

reakage and magnetizing reactances. As a result of this de-

tailed information the curve of Figure 3.6 is no longer re-
qui red

Method 1

- This method is applicable to the situation
individuaÌ machine data is not available, but

concerning the system is in the following form:

where exact

general data
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A pu of the plant MVA is induction machines

B pu of the plant MVA is synchronous machines

YL þ.pu of the plant MVA is static load.
A typical plant is depicted in Figure 3.9.

rn order to find the operating point use is made of the
fact that the limits of the magnetizing reactance for an in-
duction machine are four times those of a synchronous ma-

chine ( from eguation 2.4 chapter z) . using these varues
(2.0 < x <

admittance is found to be

Bmeffj= À(system MVA) + 4.0 tem MVA 3.11
2.0.1 0oMVÀ 2 .0 .10 oMVA

This is for the upper admittance rimit of the range of x,
while

Bmef f ,= A stem MVA) + 4.0.8(S stem MVA)S

O MVA MVA

is the lower admittance limit

The rower limit of the range is used since this varue

represents the worst possible situation, ie. onry one large
machine present (the upper limit represents a rarge number

of smal1 machines being present). This is because it is
much easier to self-excite one large machine than a number

of smal-ler machines (as can be seen f rom Fig 3.6a ) , the MVA

consumed in both situations being the same. consequently

the effective system susceptance is now

Bef f = Bc- ( 0. 15e+0.6n+ylsin (,Þ)+gmt-Bpf ) Plan t MVA
1 OO MVÀ

3.11a

3.12
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whi le

with

the ef fect ive

c = VL Cos(iÞ) Plant MVA
1 OOMVÀ

Bc being the Transmission

on a 1 00 MVA base.

Bmt being the Transformer

the plant's MVA base

Bpf being the power factor

admittance in per unit

value of the static load G of

4B

the pJ-ant is

3.13

Line admittance in per unit

admittance in per unit on

correcting capacitor

on the plant's MVA base.

I t should be

transformer MVÀ

and YL pu need

noted that the plant's MVA is based on the
rating, consequently the sum of A pu, B pu

not necessarily add up to unity.

To demonstrate how this method can be employed, the IpL
pumping station at souris is used as an example. A schemat-

ic of the ptant is depicted in Figure 3.10 and the data con-
cerning the system is given in Appendix C.

The actual pumping station has only induction machines

present which are assumed unloaded (worst case) and whose

combined MVA rating is 12.4 MVA. There is no static load
but each machine has 600 kvÀr of power factor correcting ca-
pacitors. The admittance of the 109 Kft, 230 Kv transmission
rine is 0.00037 mhos. while the tran.ror*ur admittance is
unknown. rn order to employ equation 3.12 alr parameters

must be converted to per unit on the plant's MVA except for
the transmission line admittance which is on a 100 MVÀ base.



In this situation the pJ.ant's MVÀ is 100 MVÀ as this is
49

the
MVA ratj.ng of the pJ-ants transf ormer, which results in:

À is 0.'1259 per unit on Lhe plant's MVÀ base

B is 0.0 per unit on the plants MVÀ base

YL is 0.0 per unit on the plants MVA base

Bt is 0.005 per unit on the plant's MVA base (ref 22)

Bpf is 0.018 þer unit on the plant's MVÀ base

Bc is 0.19654 per unit on a 100 MVA base

Thus the effective system susceptance from eguation 3.12 is
Beff = 0.1965-4 ( 0.018885 + 0.005 - 0.018 )

- 0.1907 per unit on a 100 MVA base

This is illustrated in Figure 3.'1 1 as point À. I f the
number of machines or the length of the transmission line
are changed then the point of operation is al-so changed.

rncreasing the number of machines or reducing the length of
the transmission line will- produce a more stable system,

while a reduction in the number of machines or an increase
in the transmission line length wilr tend to increase the
possibility of self-excitation.

consider the length of transmission line being increased

from 109 Km to 555 Km. This results in the transmission
line susceptance now being 1 . o per unit, .on Lhe '1 o0 MVÀ base

and in the point of operation for the system (rig 3.11) novr

being in the unstable region.

Beff = 1.0 - ( 0.01888 + 0.05 - 0.018).1
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This is shown as point C in Fig 3.11

teria,the system witl self-excite.

51

and based on the cri-

There is a third situation where by the point of opera-

tion is in the grey area. This occurs if the effective ad-

mittance of the system is egual to 0.4 per unit for example

(point n in Fig 3.11). In this situation further investiga-

tion is necessary to determine whether or not self-excita-

tion wiIl occur. À rough guess can be made by considering

the number of machines present. I f the number of machines

is large then the system wiLl tend not to excite where as if

the system has a small number of machines the inclination
will be for self-excitation to occur. This is a very rough

and inaccurate method of determining whether or not the sys-

tem is stabl-e , for a more accurate resul-t Method 2 must be

used. This method requires that the exact data concerning

the machine be available.

Method 2

As was stated all data is known.

theory of Chapter 2 it is found that

alent magnetizing admittance of the

base is:
n

ç
Bme = / Bm (Machine MVÀ)

1 OO MVÀ

From the equivalencing

the val-ue of the equiv-

machines on Lhe 1 00 MVA

3.10
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with n being the dotal number of machines (induction and

synchronous) in parallel and Bm being the magnetizing admit-

tance of the mth machine in per unit on mth machine base.

,Since.the equivalent machine magnetizing admittance, Bme is

accurately calculated, the operating point of the system can

be more accurately determined al-so. To do this the term Bme

is used to form an expression for the equival-ent susceptance

of the system

Bef f = Bc-Bme-13¡¡¡+YLSin (Õ) -Sp f ) Plant MVA
1 OO MVA 3.14

G YLCos ( iÞ )

with YL, iÞ, Bmt and Bpf all being

also the plant's MVÀ is taken to

transformer.

defined in Method 1

be the MVÀ rating

Here

of the

Às has been already stated this method does not make use

of the stabiì-ity curve in Fig 3.6. Instead it uses the sign

of Bef f to establ i sh r.¡hether or not sel f -exc i tat ion wi Il- oc-

cur. If Beff is positive then the system will self-excite,

while if Beff is negative there is no self-excitation. This

fact is obtained from previous theory which stated that

self-exc i tat ion would occur i f

Xc<X

or alternatively if the capacitive ,ur."pt.n". was greater

than the inductive admittance.

This method can be used to establish whether example 3 in

Method 1 will self-excite or not. In this example the value
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of Beff was 0.4 per unit on a 100 MVÀ base, which put it
into the 'grey region'. The transmission line admittance

was 0.406 per unit on a 100 MVÀ base, while the transformer

and power factor correcting capacitor susceptance on the

plant's base v¡as

Bmt = 0.005 per unit (assumed)

Bpf = 0.018 per unit
In order to apply Method 2 the equivalent admittance of the

machine group must be determined. To do this the data in
Appendix C is used to give

Bme = 3(4.2 ) ( 0.2 4) /100

= 0.0302 per unit on 100 MVA base

Substituting into equation 3.1 4 yields:

Beff - 0.406-0.0302-(0.005-0.018)x'1 .0

- 0.3888 per unit on a 100 MVa base

Àpplying the criteria of Method 2 gives the resul-t that

point B in Fig 3.1 1 is unstable

Another, more

is the folLowing.

3.9) has 0.3 p.u

chines and 0.1 5

factor capacitors

former is 0.0-16 p

mittance of the

base.

general example of how Method 2 can be used

A 30 MVA plant (similar to MÀNFOR and Fig

synchronous machines, 0.5 p.u induction ma-

ß: p. u stat ic load. There are no power

present and the admittance of the trans-

.u on the pJ-ant's MVÀ'b.uu. AIso the ad-

transmission line is 0.48 pu on a 100 MVA
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Àpprying Method 1 resurts in the point of operation being

inside the 'grey area' and so Method 2 ís needed for a more

accurate analysis. The data for the induction machine is
obtained from the rPL data in Àppendix c, whiLe the data for
the synchronous machine is obtained from the generators at
the Kettle generating station (13). The reason for this vras

that these vlere the only comprete sets of data availabre to
the author for both types of machines. AIso in this exampJ-e

it is assumed that the plant consists of one induction ma-

chine and one synchronous machine.

Applying Method 2 gave the following results:
1.0(0.3) (30)

with

100

= 0.1215 p.u on a 100 MVA base

= 0.48 0.1215 - 0.016(30/100)

= 0.3537 p. u

= (0.15 30/100)

= 0.045 p. u

Beff

Bme 0 5 30 )( 0.21 )+

and
G

From the criteria arguments of Method 2 the system will
self-excite.

It should be noted however, that these methods are only a

conservat ive est imate as to what the ac,tuaJ- response of the

system may be. If the exact response of the system is re-
quired then it is necessary to simulate the system and the

disturbance in order to observe it. Consequently discrepan-

cies may arise between the simulated results and what is
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seenpredicted by the above methods. This wirr be crearly
in the next chapter.

3.3 SLIMMÀRY

In the foregoing pages a number of items have been inves-
tigated. These items range from the pure mathematicaL to
the graphical, all with one objective namely 'to establish
what self-excitation is and how and when it will occur. Àf-
ter a brief introduction as to what happens when a system is
disconnected from its suppry forlowed by a mathematical

analysis of serf-excitation, a stable operating criteria is
estabrished for any type of system. From these studies a

number of conclusions can be macle.

1. ) The self-excitation region has very distinct boundaries.
These boundaries being Bc = 1/x anð Bc = 1/x' with x be-
ing the sum of the magnetizing plus armature reactances

and X' being the subtransient reactance.

1. ) For the situations examined only the l-ower portion of
the stability curve (nig 3.6) was required. Accordingly
in self-excitation the capacitor does not interact with
the entire machine but onry with the magnetizing reac-
tance of the machine.

3) The presence of a load reduces the length of time the

system will remain in self-excitation, and arso the

boundary val-ues for criticar susceptance (equation

3.18).



4.) Saturation only limits the overvoLtage produced
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by the

5

phenomena but does not change the fact that it occurs.

) ¡ stable operating criteria vras established for any type

of system.

In all of the above examples, simulation
performed to verify the theory. These studies

sults are presented in the next chapter along

sults of other studies performed.

studies were

and their re-
with the re-



Chapter IV

SIMULÀTTON STUDIES

rn this chapter verification of the theory presented in
the previous chapters is given. This verification is ob-

tained from simuLation sLudies conducted, using the mod-

eJ-ling program I-íH-EMTDC. These studies depict what may be

expected when a system is disconnected from its supply, ie.
whether or not self-excitation wirl occur. Also illustrated
by these studies are the effect various elements have on the

outcome, parameters such as the MVÀ rating of the transform-
er or the machine's saturation for example. The chapter
concrudes with the verification of the stability criteria
for self-excitation by using the IpL system and a 27 MVÀ

system as examples.

In chapter 1, self-excitation e¡as defined to be the in-
Leraction between a machine and a capacitive reactance con-

nected to its terminals in paral-1e1. chapter 2 showed that
this capacitive reactance was due for the most part to the

capacitive reactance of the transmis"t?l rine and that a

relatively long transmission line couLd be modell-ed by a ca-
pacitor. This was shown to be correct from simul-ation stud-
ies performed, the resurts of which are depicted in Figure
4.1. The limits of the transmission rine lengths vrere cho-

sen to be 500Xm and 50Km.
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Figure 4.1 depicts the real and reactive povrer flow in the

general system (nig 2.1) with a 5000 Hp induction machine

before and after the plant is disconnected from the supply
( ttre disconnection occurring at 0.03 seconds) . Examining

the results illustrates the fact that the flow of real power

is zero before and returns to zeto soon after disconnection

while the flow of reactive power is zero before disconnec-

tion and is positive after disconnection. This is because

the induction machine is unl-oaded and so in the steady state

draws no power. Àfter disconnection from the supply the

system will draw no real- povrer (the machine is unloaded),

however the machine has now a capacitor connected to its
terminals and under self-excitation the capacitor behaves as

a source of reactive povrer to the motor and hence the reac-

tive power fLow is positive. As can be seen the power fl-ow

is identical for both the transmission line and its singJ-e

capacitor representation in the steady state. Even under

loaded conditions this is true (nig !.1. & 4.1f). However

in the time intervaL after disconnection the single capaci-

tor representation of the transmission line draws slightly
more reactive povrer than the actual transmission modeL.

This is due to round-off error in calculating the effective
capacitance of the transmission line and also the fact that

some inductance and resistance values were neglected when

simulating the system and using a capacitor in place of the

transmission line. However the error magnitude is accepta-

ble f or this study (less than 10e"). A sample cal-culation as
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to how the effective capacitance is determined as welt as a

table of ef fective capacitance values for dif ferent rengths

of transmission line (230KV) is given in Appendix À.

ÀIso in deLermining the effective capacitance at the ma-

chine terminals the magnetizing reactance of the Lransformer

vras neglected. This was because in the modelled system the

effective admittance of the transmission line vras greater

than that of the transformer. However, under different cir-

cumstances the effect of the transformer admittance may have

to be included in finding the value of the effective capaci-

tance of the system especially when determining the critical

val-ue of susceptance reguired to cause self-excitation. The

fact that in this system the transformer reactance coul-d be

negJ-ected v¡as upheld by simul-ation studies performed using a

100 Km transmission line I a 15 MVÀ induction machine and a

transformer of variable MVA. The resul-ts of this study are

illustrated in Figure 4.2. The curve is of the three phase

rms voJ-tage of the machine and shows what happens when dif-

ferent MVÀ transformers are used in a system that is sudden-

1y disconnected from the supply (the disconnection in this

situation occurring at 0.03 seconds, with the system's oper-

ating point wel-L j-nto the self -excited region). Às can be

seen in the steady state the rms voltages are the same irre-

spective of the transformer MVÀ rating.
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However, on opening the breaker the rate of increase in the
voltage is greater for the transformer with the lower MVÀ

rating. This is due to the fact that as the transformer MVÀ

rating increases (the turns ratio being kept constant) then
its magnetizing reactance reduces in magnitude. This in
turn means that its effect on the value of capacitance at
the terminars of the machine is more pronounced and so the
overall- time constant of the system is increased (time con-
stant = F(L,c)). This also explains the curve in Figure 4.3

of the reactive pov¡er flow. As the MVÀ rating of the trans-
former increases then the effective capacitance decreases

with a corresponding reduction in the power flow.

saturation was another factor that was investigated and

it was found that it did not have any effect on the point at
which serf-excitation occurred but had an pronounced effect
on the reactive power and the overvoLtage produced by the
system. The effect was in the form of a limiting of both

these magnitudes (nig 3.6 and Fig 3.8 ) . The reason being

that as the systems voltage moved further into the saturated
region the reactance vaLue of the machines magnetizing

branch decreased. This in turn reduced the magnitude of the

effective L-c time constant of the system and aLso resulted
in a tendency to bring the system out or rurf-excitation.

AIl of the above factors
tablishment of the stability
portance to the criteria was

brere incorporated into the es-

criteria. Of fundamental im-

the fact that any group of ma-
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chines, irrespective of their type and combination, could be

represented, for the purpose of studying the point at which

self-excitation occurred, by an equivalent induction machine

model. It was also shown in this section of Chapter 2 that
the element of interest, namely the magnetizing reactance of

the eguivalent machine, could be evaluated in the following
manner

xme = Ltxmn-1)-1
This is why the author chose to form the stability curve

based on induction machine parameters, of course the program

(Àppendix B) can easily be modi f ied to establish similar
curves for any other machine type.

When the stability criteria vras first proposed in Chapter

whether or3) it had two distinct methods

self -exc itation occurred:

Only the MVA rating of each

the passive load is known.

All the data concerning the

for determining

not

À machine group and the MVÀ of

system is known to the user

To demonstrate how Method 1 worked, the IPL system at

Souris !,¡as used (f ig 3.10) . Three examples were given which

resulted in the point of operation for this system being i)
Outside the self-excitation region (fest 1 Point A Fig

3.1 1 ) , ii ) Inside the self-excitaLion region (Test 3 point C

Fig 3.11) and iii) In the Grey Region of the StabiJ-ity Curve

(Test 2 Point B Fig 3.11).

B. )

a'
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To verify the stability criteria the above exampfes vrere

simul-ated using MH-EMTDC and the IPL data in Appendix C.

Each example was simulated and the resufts from these stud-

ies are iIl-ustrated in Figure 4.4. These curves are of the

three phase rms voltage present at the machine terminals be-

fore and after disconnection from the supply.

The simulation results of example 1 are illustrated in

Fig 4.4a and as can be seen self-excitation does not occur.

Instead the voltage rapidly decays to zero indicating that

the system is well outside the self-excitation region. This

agrees with the criteria's mathematical results for an oper-

ating point at point A on the stability curve (fig 3.11).

The simulation results for example 2 are

4.4b. This corresponds to the operating

3.11. Às can be seen (nig 4.4b) tfre voltage

then begins to level off. This indicates

self-excitation and also that the effect of

present also. This result (Fig 4.4b) also

mathematical resul-t of the criteria for this

depicted in
point C in

curve r i ses

the presence

saturat i on

agrees with

example.

Fig

Fig

and

of

is
the

I n chapter 3 example 3 l-ed to the proposal of Method 2 .

The simulation result of this example is illustrated in Fig

4 "4c. This corresponds to point B in'Fig 3.1 1 . In this

situation Method 1 was unabl-e to give an accurate result as

to whether or not self-excitation would occur and so a more

detailed analysis had to be perf ormed (t"lethod 2).
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This method

used in the

Method 2 íl
can be seen
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required that all the machine data be known and

analysis of the system (Chapter 3 ) . On app).ying

sras found that the plant would self-excite. As

this agrees with the result in Fig 4.4c.

Ànother example of a situation where Method 2 is required

is that of the 30 MVA plant described in Chapter 3. This

p1ant, which is similar to that in Fig 3.1 0, represents a

more general system. The system was simulated with the in-

duction machine data being obtained from the IPL system and

the synchronous machine data being obtained from the Kettle

Generating Station ( 1 3 ) . The reason for this being that

these were the only complete sets of of machine data avail-

able to the author. From Chapter 3 it was found that apply-

ing Method 2 produced the result that the system would self-

excite. However examining the simulation results in Fig

4.5, it is found that this is not the case. In fact the

simulation results show that the plant does not self-excite.

This discrepancy is due to the fact that both Method 1 and

Method 2 are very conservative in their analysis of a sys-

tem. In both methods the effect of saturation is neglected

as well as the effect of machines operating at different

speeds on the system. this is to be expected since both

methods are only concerned with the poínt at which self-ex-

citation occurs and not the response of the system once dis-

connection takes pIace. Consequently the theoreLical ap-

proach may give one particular result while simulation tests



may give anoLher, as has

Fig 4.5 depict the exact

after disconnection.

just been shown. The

response of the system

67

results of

before and

Examining the response it can be seen that immediatly af-

ter disconnection there is a 20eo overshoot in the voltage.

This is sufficient to put the machines and transformer into

their saturation regions thus increasing the value of the

equivaLent machine admittance as well aS the admittance of

the transformer. Consequently the effective susceptance of

the system is now at Some point lower than the was initially

predicted. ÀIso the fact that an induction machine runs at

a speed lower than that of a synchronous machine results in

the current oscillating between the two machines rather than

between the machines and the effective capacitance at their

terminals. Thi s ef fect ively increases the magnitude of the

static load (damping) of the system and as a result the ac-

tual operating point of the system is even further away from

the initial estimate and in the stable region of the system.

Thus if the actual response of the system is

then simulation of the system is necessary rather

application of the stability criteria.

requi red

than the
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4.1 SUMMARY

In this chapter the theory presented in the previous

chapters has been verified. of major and critical impor-

tance was the verif ication of the stability criteria which

v¡as achieved by use of the simulation program MH-EMTDC.

Consequently the major objective of this thesis which is the

establishment of a stable operating criteria for industrial

systems, has been achieved.



Chapter V

CONCLUS I ON

In the foregoing chapters both the theory and resuLts re-

lated to self-excitation for as general a system as possible

has been presented. As was seen the theory related to this

system was both simple and concise and resulted in a reLa-

tionship between the effective capacitance, the equivalent

magnetizing reactance of the machine and the passive load

itself. From this theory the results obtained throughout

this thesis can be explained. Al-so the phenomena of self-

excitation v¡as examined and investigated as to how various

el-ements effect the occurrence. Elements such as saturation

and the presence of a transformer were included.

Although this thesis does not examine every aspect

self-excitation the areas in which it did investigate

yield some very important results from which many things

be concluded.

of

did

can

In this study it was shown both by theory and simulation

that a relatively long transmission Iine. ( > 50 km ) can be

modelled by a capacitor when studying self-excitation. À1-

though the modelling was exact in the steady state, there

v¡as a slight error involved once the system became discon-

nected. However Lhis error was permitted as it was found

70



that it did not influence

occurred but only produced

at which the oscillations
fundamental to the study

given in Chapter 1.

71

the point at which self-excitation
a very slight change in the rate

increased. The proof of this was

since it verified the def inition

hras shown that self-excitaLion rvas

lower boundaries which

The study also showed that the effective capacitance at

the terminals of the machine did not interact with the en-

tire machine but only with one element namely, the magnetiz-

ing branch of the d-axis. The result was an oscitlatory L-C

circuit which if the vafues of L and C were suitable (xc <(

xm+Xa)) then on disconnection self-excitation would result,

assuming no load as the presence of a load effects the point

at which self-excitation will occur. The theory proving

this point was developed primarily for an induction machine

but was easily extended to synchronous machines. This is

possible since the initial theory has its basis in the gen-

eraL theory of machines. This study also yielded the fact

that the saturation of the machine, or transformer did not

influence the point at which self-excitation occurred but

only the rate at which the magnitude of the osci]lations in-

c reased. Thi s , i t $ras f ound, was due to the f ac-t that as

the machine or transformer moved further into the saturation

region the value of the magnetizing ,'"..tance changed and

this in turn changed the value of the L-C time constant.

Coupled

a ' region'

with this, it
with def inite upper and
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were a function of the equivalent magnetizing reactance X of

the system's machines and the load G. This fact has also

been verified by others (1, 2, 13) under a wide variety of

situations. This in turn l-ed to further validate the afore-
mentioned stability curve. The actual proof of this curve

and hence the proof of the stability criteria was achieved

by the use of t.he IPL system at Souris and a 30 MVA system

as examples. The proof involved the simulation of these

systems and comparing the simulated results with those pre-

dicted by the criteria.

Throughout this thesis however. alJ. studies were conduct-

ed with one main objective, namely, the establishment of a

stability criteria which would enable industries and utili-

ties such as Manitoba Hydro, to determine when and under

what conditions self-excitation would occur. This objective

has been real-ized by the production of the stabiJ-ity curve

in Fig 3.5 and the f ormul-ation of the associated expressions

(eqns 3.12-3.14 ) , whích have been verified by simulation

studies using the MH-EMTDC modeJ-J-ing program. However it

should be remembered that any result obtained from these

equations is a conservative estimate as to what may occur in

a system. Consequently simulation studies may have to be

undertaken f rom time to time. "
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Àppendix À

TRÀNSMISSION LINE CÀLCULÀTTONS

In this appendix the theory related to the equivalencing

of a relatively Iong transmission line by a capacitor is

presented. Here aLso is a table of the equivalent values of

capacitance for various lengths of a 1 38KV transmission

l ine. All data f or thi s I ine vras obta ined f rom Dr . J. Chand

at Manitoba Hydro. The theory in Chapter 2 gives a detailed

account of how the equations are developed, however this ap-

pendix itlustrates how they are used to find the parameters

of the transmission line.

From the data obtained from Dr. Chand the folJ-owing pa-

rameters were def ined.

Capacitance per unit J-ength of line = 8.9 nt/xm

Resistance per unit length of line = 0.067 A/xn

Inductance per unit length of line = 1,2884 mu/xm

From the theory of Chapter 2 the foll-owing equations re-

sul ted

( p+j uL ) /juc and xZc R+juL)(juc)

a+i0

75
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While the series impedance z' and admittance Y' were

Z' = Zc.Sinh(Xt) = Zc.Sinh(¿l+jp1)

Y = - Tanh (xt/Z)
Zc

= Cosh( xI ) -1
Zc.Sinh(xI)

and from

Cosh ( xI )

Sinh(x1)

basic trigonometry is found that

= Cosh(aI+jpt) = Cosh(oI)cos(Pr)+sinh(at)sin(P1)

= sinh(ø1+jp1) = sinh(¿1)cos(Bt)+cosh(¿r)sin(81)

Consider a 138KV transmission Iine 100Km long. Then the

pacitance of the l-ine is Croo=0.89 uF, the resistance of

line is Rroo=6.7 A and the inductance of the line

Lroo=0,12884 H

ca-

the

is

Using

Zc=

Thus

.7 1

and

Y'

these values in equation A1

7+ 377 .0x0.1 28B4 )

gives

exp(-j3.93) O

above

382 .3
j(7t7.0x0.89x10-

381.4 - j 26.2 O

and

x= (6.t+j(St7 .0x0.12884 ) (j (2t7. 0x0.89x1 0- 6 )

= 8.784x10-3 + j 0.12796

From these are obtained the vaÌues of Sinh(xl) and Cosh(xI)

Cosh(xl) = 0.99182 + j 1.1209x10-3 = 1.0 exp( j0.0 6+22)

Sinh(xI) = 8.7132x10-3 + j 0.1276 = 0.1276 exp(j86.062)

the values of z'and Y'can be determined

= Zc.Sinh(xl) = 48.896 exp( j82.132) = 6.694 + j48.44 0

Cosh(xI)-1 = 8.2564x1 0- 3 exp( j89.9346)
2c.5iñr,1ir ) 382.3x0.1279

1 . 6886x1 0- aexp( jB9. 93 )



Therefore Y'

==> Ct

1.6996x10-a
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the elements are

the line from the

= uC1 =

0 .447 89 UF

Examining Figure A1 the value of

known and so the effective impedance

receiving end is

zr = (z'+1/y,) //ft/y')

=1 .6469 - 2.9488x1 0- 3

Hence the effective impedance of the

with a value

of

Ceff - 0.89955 uF

all

of

Iine is capacitive

À table of further values is given in Tab1e À1 .

TÀBLE A.1

Effective Capacitive Values for Relatively Long Transmission
lines

Transmission Line Data

i

Length
Km

Resrstance
ohms

I nductance
H

Capac itance
r

Length
mi 1es

1

50
100
200
s00

0.06694
3 .347
6 .694

13. 104
33 .47

1 ,285x1 0- 3

0.06441
0.12849
0.25441
0.64405

4.479x.10-s
0.224x1 0- 6

0.448x10-6
0.896x10-6
2.240x10-6

0 .621
31.07
62 .13

124.26
310.65
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TÀBLE

Mode Traveling Times for the

A.2

ModeIIing Program MH-EMTDC

Modelling Data

Where Tt, T2 and T3 are the mode travelling times of the

transmission line. When using MH-EMTDC the value of these

mode traveling times is in mil-liseconds

Length
Km

T1
seconds

'12
sec onds

T3
sec onds

Length
mi les

Cef f
F

1

50
100
200
s00

4 .7 49x 1 0 - 6

0.238x10-3
0.476x'10-3
0.954x10-3
2.385x1 0 - 3

3.441x10-6
0 -17 2x1 0- 3

0.344x10-3
0.688x10-3
1.721x10-3

3.424x'10-6
0.171x10-3
0. 342x..f0 - 3

0.685x10-3
1.712x10-3

0 .621
31 .07
62 .13

124.26
310.65

8.996x10-s
0.448x10-6
0.900x1 0 - 6

1.899x'1 0-6
4.484x10-6



Àppendix B

PROGRÀM TO FIND THE CRITICÀL VÀLUES OF BC

// JoB ' ,,,L=50,T=15,I=8,co=1'r'D. ÀLLEN'
//srøp1 ExEc FoRTXcLc
//vonr.sYsrN DD *
c

À 
'ROGRAM 

TO SOLVE THE EOUATION A1*Bc:'ç*2+À2*Bc+A3=0.q AND PLOT
THE RESULTS ON è. CURVE OF SUSCEPTÀNCE Bc VERSUS LOÀD L WITH
ALL VALUES BEING IN PER UNIT

c
**:k:krr**:k:k******:k*:k¡t*******:t**:k********¡klk:k:k*:k**¡k*:k**:k******:k

This program finds the critical values of susceptance Bc according to
the equation: À1,rBc*:'(2 + A2*Bc + A3 = 0.0
This s-olution of this eguation expresses the susceptance, Bc, in
terms of the Ioad, G, the equivalent rnagnetizing reactance of the
group of machines, Xm and the equivalent transient reactance of
the machines, X'.
although the program only provides solutions for induction machine
groups compriêed-of identical machines it can easily be modified to
accomodate other machine group types.

****¡k**:k:k*****:k*rr*****ìt***¡k***:ttr:k*******:k*:k*:k**¡k*:k********:k
C

c
I NTEGER
REÀL XD,

c
C
******:k*:k******tr:k**:k*:k****:k****************ìk************ìk***

READiNG iN THE PÀRAMETERS FOR CALCULÀTING THE COEFFICIENTS
VBÀSE=Phase Voftage of Machine, ABASE=Phase Current of Machine

W=Àctual Machine Speed in Radians per Second
XA,XMD0,XKF,XKD,XF=The D-Àxis ReacLances in Per Unit (Machine base)
Ra,RFD,RKD= The D-Àxis Resistances in Per Unit (¡Aachine base)

The reason that the Q-Axis parameters are not read is because the
D and Q axes are identical for the induc.tion machine.
If a different machine type were to be examined
then the program would have to be suitably modified ie. Q-Axis
parameters being read in.

****:t**rt****:k*:kìk:t**t(******:k*rk:k*******:k*tt*******************

C

DO I K=1 ,3
REÀD ( 5,'t ¡VBASE, ABÀSE,W
READ ( 5, * ¡ XÀ, XMDO, XKF, XKD, XF
READ(5,*¡RA'RFD,RKD

c

I 'JXQ,W, C, G, CO, MVAMC, NMC

79
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*tr*lr*******:k*********:rr:t*?k*******:k********:k***?k************tr
The MVÀ and Base Impedence of the machine is established.

The Base Impedence at 4.16KV and 100MVA is determined.
The number of machine in parallel reguired to bring the actual
MVA of the system to equal 1 00MVÀ is also found by dividing the
MVA of the machine into 100 MVÀ.

* * r( tr * * * * * * * * * * * rr * * :k * * rr * :k * * ?k * ?k * :k rr rr * * * * * * * * :t tr * * * * * * * * * * * * tr rt * *
c

MVAMC=3*VBÀSE*ÀBÀSE
ZBÀSE1 =VBÀSE/ABASE
zBÀsE2=4.160* r,2/100
NMC=1 OO/MVÀMC

c
*:k*:k***:t:k*****:k:k**rt*:k****:k***ik*:t*:k*********************t(**tr
The double cage parameters of the induction machine are reduced

to their single cage equivaLent in order to determine the open
and short circuited time-constants of the machine. Normally
this should be performed on the equivalent machine parameters
but in this situation the result would have been the same.
Also established are the Speed Base (Zll rads/sec) and the Time
Base (1 /37 7 secs ) .

* :k * :k * :k * * * * * :k * * * * * * * * * * )k :k * * * * * * * * * * ìt * :k * rr * * * * :k * * :k * * * * * * :k rr * rk :k *
c

RO=RKD*RFD/ (RKD+RFD )

XO=XF* ( ( nOrlnf'O ) * * 2 )
c

WB=377.0
TB=1/wB
w1=w/ws
W2=W1*W1

14
WRiTE(6
FORMAT (
WRITE(6
FORMAT (

,1

,1

4 ) XA, Xl',fDO, XKF , XF , XKD, XO

,2x, ',xÀ-xMDo-xKF-xF-xKD-xo' , / ,2x, 6E 1 3 . 5 )

5)RÀ,RFD,RKD,RO,W1
, 'RA-RFD-RKD-RO-W1 ' , /,2X,5E1 3.5)51

c
c

C

** CALCULATING THE TIME CONSTÀNTS FOR THE MACHINE *:K

13

TDOpp= ( XO+XMDO ) / (wl 
'kRO )

TDpp= ( xO+ ( xMDO*XA/( ¡yþe+xA ) ) ) / (w1 *Ro )

wRirE ( 6, 1 3 )ropp, TDOPP
FORMAT (// ,zX, 'TDpp-TDOpp' , / ,2X,2814.5 , /)

c
********)k************ìk**:l**:klk*:k*:k*:k:k***:krr**:k***:k:k*******:k:t*

CÀLCULÀTTNG VÀRIOUS REPETITIVE ELEMENTS IN THE PROGRAM

XD= the sum of the magnetizing and armature reactances
XP= the transient reactance, D-Àxis

**:k*rlrt¡lr*:klt*:k***:lÊ*ìk********rk**:trk*)k**:k*******:k****:k*******:k**

xD=(xÀ+xMDo)*zg¡sp1
XDT=XD/ (NI¡C*ZBÀSE2 )

XDT2=XDT*XDT
XP=XDT'tTDPP/TDOPP
XP2=XP*XP

c



c
RA=RA* ZBÀSE 1 /( NUC* ZBÀSE2 )

RÀ2=RÀ** 2
wRrrE( 6, 1 6 )xDT txDT2,Xp,Xp2,RÀ, RA2,W2

16 FORMAT (/ ,ZX, 'XDT-XDT2-XP-XP2-RA-RA2 -W?', , / ,2X,
+2F13.5, 2X,281 3.5, /,2X,381 3. 5 )

c
ALFl =XP2*TDOPP*TDOPP
ÀLF 2=XP*TDOPP*TDOPP
ÀLF3=TDOPP*TDOPP

c
BETl =2*TDOPP*XP*XDT
BET 2 =XP't TDOPP +XDT* TDOPP
BET3=2*TDOPP

GMAl =XDT2
GMÀ2=XDT
GMÀ3=.1 . 0
wRrrE (6,7 )er,r'1 ,ÀLF2,ALî3,
FORMAT(/,2X,'ALFS 1 2 3 '

+/,2x,381 3 .4, / ,2x, 'GMÀs 1

BETl ,BET2, BET
,/,2x,3813.4,
2 3 ', ,/,2x,38

B1

GMÀ1 ,GMA2,GMÀ3IBETS 1 2 3

c

3

1

7
I

3

2X,
.4)

C
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * :k :¡. * * * tk :k * * * * * :k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Finding the solution of the general equation
¡-l*36**l + À2'tBc + A3 = 0.0
in terms of the load L and the Magnetizing reactance Xd.
The coefficients A1,'A2 and À3 are determined firstly and
then the standard solution for any binomial equation is used.
The solutions are printed for each run through the loop into
a different data set. These data sets are the read by another
file employing a plotting program and the stability curve of
Susceptance Bc versus the Load L on a 4.16KV -100MVÀ per unit
base is plotted.

* ìk * * * ìlr * * * * * * * :k * * * :k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * :k * * * * * * * * * * * *

c
DO 35 I=.1 ,500
IM1=I-1
G=IM1 * 1 .08-02
G2=G*G

A1 =2*W1 * RÀ *GMA2+Vt2,r BET 1 +W2*RA2 * BET3

B1=2 rcw'1 *RA*GMÀ3 - 2'kV12',, BET2
B 1 À= 2 *W1'k RA2 I'GMA3 + 2 *Ì^t1','GMÀ 1

C 1 À= 2 *W.1 *GMÀ 2+ 2**W2*RA* BET3
F1 =W2*BET3
C1 =À1*G2

A2=81 +B 1 A*G
À3=C1 +C1A:kG+F'1

c
wRrrE(6, 104) A1,A2,A3,A1,81,81A,C1À,F1,C1
FORMAT (//, qx,' EQN COEFFS A1'kx**2+42*x+43=', 2x,3820. 1 0,

+/,2x,81 4. 4 r' *Bc **2+',81 4. 4, "tgg+',,81 4. 4,' rt36*G* 

" 
81 4. 4,'. *g+',,

+F,14.4,' +',814.4 r t'v6**2' ¡

c

c

c

104
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c
****ìk*************tr**:klk**rrr***********:k*****:k***tt*****¡k*:k***

EQN= A1'kBcr<'\2+A2*3q+À3 < 0 for instability
ref Concordia and Butler

* :k * rr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * :k * * * * * * :k :k * * * * * :k * * * * :k * * :k * * * :k rk :k * * * :k rk :k

c
REL=- 1*A2/(2't¡1 )

CMÀc2 = ( A2'* r, 2- 4* A1'te3 ) / ( q* A1 *À1 )

rF(CMAG2.Lr.0.000)Go ro 1 1

P1 =REL+SQRT ( CMAG2 )

P2=REL-SQRT ( CMÀG2 )

wRr rE ( 6 , 1 01 ) G, P1 ,P2 ,NP, XDT
1 01 FoRMAT (//,2X,'LOÀD G="81 3. 4,/,2X,'BC ="2X,2820.10,2X,'XP="

+813 .5,2X, 'XDT=' ,820.10 )

c
rk**:k*:k*********:k******:k:k***********:k:k*************:k***)k***

WRITING Bc and L in per unit to the data sets created for each value
of R=1 ,2,3.

**:k*:k***:k*******:k:k*:k*******ìk:k:t*************:k*********:k*****

c
TF(K.
WRI TE
WRI TE
GO TO

GOTO2
) p1 ,c
) p2,c

NE.1 )
(1,110
(1,110

6
C

TO3
Pl ,G
P2,G

C
3 IF(K.NE.3)

WRITE(3,11
wRrrE(3,11

c
6 CONTINUE

c
110 FORMÀT(2F20.10)
c
1 1 CONTINUE
35 CONTTNUE
B CONTINUE

c
STOP
END

c
**:k*******ìt*ir*:k**********ìk:k********:k*:k******t<******:k*)k***:k**

A Sample of the data used in this program.
À11 data v/as obtained from actual induction machines.

************:k**:rr************:k***********:k***)k***.*:k**)k:t*:k**:k*

c
//oo.sYsIN DD ìk

2.4 0.583 377.0
0.1 258 5.0 0.02859 0.0 0.03522
0.0064 8. sE-03 26.72E.-03
2.4 20.78-03 377 .0

2 IF(K.NE.
WRITE(2,
WRITE(2,
GOTO6

2) GO
110)
110)

GOTO6
o )P1 ,c
0)P2,c
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0 " 0688 3 "268 0.0935
0.0375 0.01 64 0.2362
2.40 2.072E'-04 377.0
0.08 1 .917 0.171 0.0
0.0767 0"311 0.071

0 .424

DD DSN=DÀLLEN.ROOTSl,DISP=OLD
DD DSN=DÀLLEN. ROOTS2, DI SP=OLD
DD DSN=DALLEN. ROOTS3, DI SP=OLD
DD DSN=DÀLLEN . EI GEN . COEFF , DI SP=OLD

0.0 0.0897

l)"o.Fro1Foo1
//co.Fro2Foo1
//eo.Fro3Foo1
//co. Fr1 oFoo 1



Àppendix C

MÀCHINE DÀTÀ

The following is the machine data obtained from Mr. W.

Neelin at Manitoba Hydro via Dr. J. Chand for the IPL sys-

tem. This data had to modified in order to get it into a

suitable form for use in the MH-EMTDC program. The relevant

theory and corresponding resul-ts are also given here.

The data for the induction machine vras in the following

form

A 5,000 hp induction machine with 600 KVAR capacitors for

power factor protection connected directly to the machine

terminals before the breaker. The machine has 4 poles and

no saturation curve is available. The machine operates as

f ollows:

Load Level Ef f ic iency eo Power Factor eo

0.25 9s.5 68.0

0.50 97.0 86.0

0.75 97,3 90.0

1.00 97.1 91.0

1.2s s6.7 e1.ó'

Locked Rotor Torque

Breakdown torque is

is 70e" of rated torgue

250e" of rated torque

Locked Rotor Current is 625v" of rated current (guaranteed)

84
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B5

Locked Rotor Current is 600e" of rated current (expected)

Full Load Current is 583 amps

No load Current is 120 amps

Locked Rotor Power Factor is 16e"

No load Power Factor is 0.04

StaIl Time is 15 seconds.

Rated Voltage of the Machine is 4.16 K-volts Iine to Iine

The following parametric data for the machine waS also

obta i ned :

R1 = 0.0263 ohms

Xr - 0.5180 ohms

Rzr= 0.0268 ohms

Rzs= 0.0686 ohms

Xz = 0.2920 ohms

X" = 0.6330 ohms

x' = 0.8110 ohms

The

This is
ôR=

R2 =

with

=> 6x

X3=

above

done

Rst

6R.m2

Ros =

+ Rst

= ôR/ôx =

0.41 I ohms

Rr2

Rzs - Rzr

- 0.1104

1.0

data must be converted into the dq axis format.

as f ol-1ows:

m

= 0.0418 ohms

ohms

(0.11 04 ) 2

m2(m2 +m2x+ 1)ôx 1.042.0 0.0418

R2aRs=mX¡

=>R3=mXg Rz 0.03539

0.1 46 ohms
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The rotor leakage reactance is obtained from the preceeding

data

' FinalIy the only other

magnetizing reactance, Xm.

data for the machine.

X = Xm .' Xr = 2.4X103 =
120

À1I that is

the value

cage model )

Xz= Xzs
(R, + Rs)z

Xz s= 0.2084 ohms

parameter to be obtained

This is obtained from the

is the

noload

20.0 ohms

=> Xm 19.482 ohms

Ieft to find is the value of

of Xz, given initially (ttris

i s used.

+ Xs Rz2

Xz g .

is for

To do this
the single

AI1 of the above equations can be obtained from the "qgivalencing
singJ-e cage machine by a doubl-e cage machine and visa versa.

The machines base impedance is 2.+uv/0.583ka = 4.117 ohms.

This then leads to the following:

Parameter

Rr
Rz
R¡
Xm
X1
X¡
Xz s

Actual value
ohms

0.0263
0.1 104
0.03s4

19 .482
0.5180
0.1458
0.2084

Per Unit Value

0.006389
0.026818
0.0086
4.732
0.12s8
0.0354
0.5062




